Bathroom inspiration
Creative bathroom ideas for every phase of life
Beautiful and reliable bathrooms

Quality systems from wedi

When designing their own bathroom, people often get overwhelmed with choices they need to make. How should the shower look? What bathroom furniture do I need? How do I create storage without compromising the floor space? Above all: how can I bring my new bathroom to life as safely and quickly as possible?

This brochure is made to help you make such decisions. You will find a selection of bathroom ideas through the following pages, all with the use of wedi’s modular systems for a simple and quick installation with durability that offers peace of mind.

The secret under the tiles is the wedi building board which forms the basis of numerous wedi system solutions. It is waterproof, extremely robust, protects against mould and fungus and suitable for individual tiling or plastering; certified by numerous institutes and guarantees system safety for the whole floor to wall system: signed and sealed by wedi.
Which bathroom would suit me?

Inspirations for your personal dream bathroom

A family with children naturally have different requirements than a single person does. What requirements do you have? With wedi, there are endless design possibilities, thus no limits to creative bathroom planning. Let your living environments reflect your individuality.

The following bathroom design examples may serve as an inspiration for your dream bathroom. Whatever your individual preference and your living situation are – depending on the available space – in this brochure, you will find appropriate ideas with system highlights and discover what is possible with wedi. Regardless which bathroom you decide on, every bathroom is 100 % watertight.
Inspiration: Wellness bathroom

Enjoy the peace and harmony of your personal wellness oasis. A large shower cubicle, optionally equipped with massage jets, spacious benches, niches, shelves or even a foot basin can easily be realised with wedi. Indulge yourself in your private spa.
Inspiration: Family bathroom

Functional, spacious and child-proof: this bathroom offers comfort, plenty of space for storage and relaxation, but first and foremost a space ensuring the safety of the whole family in this high-traffic family bathroom. It’s perfect for getting the whole family ready on a busy morning.
wedi system highlights

- Spotless surface thanks to the wedi UltraStone coating. The attachment element for linear drainage allows the water to optically disappear into the wall.
- Shining surfaces, the attachment element for linear drainage offers plenty of space for comfortable body care for the whole family.

Other bathroom furnishings

- Duravit – Starck 1
- Hay – Strap Mirror
- Asa – Ink NATUREHOME
- Designer step stool*
- Axor Citterio M (Hansgrohe SE)
- Duravit – Vero
- Duravit – Happy D.2
- Kay Bojesen – Monkey & Birds
- Axor Citterio M (Hansgrohe SE)

Tiles

- Bärwolf
- Belle Epoque
- Chance mix
- Agrob Buchtal
- Emotion
- medium grey

Seating options, e.g. with wedi Sanoasa bench 1

- Offers plenty of space for comfortable body care for the whole family.

Optical wall drain with Fundo Discreto

The attachment element for linear drainage allows the water to optically disappear into the wall.

Flush-to-floor shower, e.g. with Fundo Riolito

Shower element as the substructure for the optical wall drain.

Image sources

* © NATUREHOME
Inspiration: Luxury bathroom for 2

What would it be like to have a free-standing shower in the middle of the room? The unlimited design variety from wedi allows for grandiose room concepts which leave an impression every time! Stylish washbasins, elegant wall drains, spot lighting and other extravagant details make this luxury bathroom for two.
Designer washbasins, e.g. wedi Sanbath Cube
Pre-fabricated washbasin elements, here in a cube shape, for optical accents in the bathroom.

Supporting structures with wedi building boards
Thanks to the versatility of the wedi building boards, showers in XXL format can easily be realised.

Shelf space, e.g. with wedi Sanwell niches
So that body lotion, shampoo, etc. are always within reach under the shower.

Tiles
Designer washbasins, e.g. wedi Sanbath Cube
Pre-fabricated washbasin elements, here in a cube shape, for optical accents in the bathroom.

Supporting structures with wedi building boards
Thanks to the versatility of the wedi building boards, showers in XXL format can easily be realised.

Shelf space, e.g. with wedi Sanwell niches
So that body lotion, shampoo, etc. are always within reach under the shower.

Tiles

Other bathroom furnishings
- Hansgrohe – Rainmaker Select
- Axor Starck (Hansgrohe SE)
- Axor Citterio E (Hansgrohe SE)
- HAY – Stanley Stool
- Duravit – L-Cube
- Arper – Leaf
- Bettolux – Shape
- Louis Poulsen – Doo-Wop

Other bathroom furnishings
- Agrob Buchtal
- Trias
- calcite white

Tiles
- Agrob Buchtal
- Trias
- calcite white

Designer washbasins, e.g. wedi Sanbath Cube
Pre-fabricated washbasin elements, here in a cube shape, for optical accents in the bathroom.

Supporting structures with wedi building boards
Thanks to the versatility of the wedi building boards, showers in XXL format can easily be realised.

Shelf space, e.g. with wedi Sanwell niches
So that body lotion, shampoo, etc. are always within reach under the shower.

Tiles
Designer washbasins, e.g. wedi Sanbath Cube
Pre-fabricated washbasin elements, here in a cube shape, for optical accents in the bathroom.

Supporting structures with wedi building boards
Thanks to the versatility of the wedi building boards, showers in XXL format can easily be realised.

Shelf space, e.g. with wedi Sanwell niches
So that body lotion, shampoo, etc. are always within reach under the shower.

Tiles
Designer washbasins, e.g. wedi Sanbath Cube
Pre-fabricated washbasin elements, here in a cube shape, for optical accents in the bathroom.

Supporting structures with wedi building boards
Thanks to the versatility of the wedi building boards, showers in XXL format can easily be realised.

Shelf space, e.g. with wedi Sanwell niches
So that body lotion, shampoo, etc. are always within reach under the shower.

Tiles
Designer washbasins, e.g. wedi Sanbath Cube
Pre-fabricated washbasin elements, here in a cube shape, for optical accents in the bathroom.

Supporting structures with wedi building boards
Thanks to the versatility of the wedi building boards, showers in XXL format can easily be realised.

Shelf space, e.g. with wedi Sanwell niches
So that body lotion, shampoo, etc. are always within reach under the shower.

Tiles
Inspiration: Single bathroom

Living alone gives the freedom of deciding your bathroom’s character on your own. The combination of a walk-in shower with practical corner seat and tailor-made clever storage solutions make this compact bathroom shine with personality.
wedi system highlights

1. Toilet wall installation with wedi I-Board. The pre-fabricated cladding for WC front walls can be easily adjusted to any requirements, saving a lot of time during installation.

2. Seating, e.g. with the wedi Sanoasa corner seat. A comfortable seating is possible even in more compact showers.

3. Shower solution with corner drain, e.g. with Fundo Primo. The flush-to-floor shower element makes the single bathroom a one-of-a-kind thanks to the corner drain.

Tiles

- Agrob Buchtal Remix beige
- Agrob Buchtal Remix brown
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© Geberit Vertriebs GmbH
Inspiration: Guest bathroom

A small but beautiful space etched in your visitors’ mind. Even a small bathroom or washroom can take centre stage: the individual washbasin and generous shelf space with the indirect lighting concept and small-scale geometry creates an impressive scene in this guest bathroom.
wedi system highlights

- **Corner installation with wedi system elements**
  Despite limited room dimensions, large-format stone resin elements enable sufficient shelf space.

- **Washbasin structure with wedi building boards**
  The ready-to-install cladding for a toilet front wall saves a lot of time on installation.

Tiles
- 24

Other bathroom furnishings

- Dornbracht – Tara Logic
- Möve – Superwuschel
- Bloomingville – Stool Concrete
- Alape – SP.1
- Vola – T12
- Louis Poulsen – Toldbod
- Duravit – P3-Comfort
- Alape – AB.Q450.1
- Geberit – Sigma 70
- wedi system highlights

1. Washbasin structure with wedi system elements
   Despite limited room dimensions, large-format stone resin elements enable sufficient shelf space.

2. Toilet wall installation with wedi I-Board
   The ready-to-install cladding for a toilet front wall saves a lot of time on installation.

Image sources

* © Aloys F. Dornbracht GmbH & Co. KG, Iserlohn, DE
** © Geberit Vertriebs GmbH
Inspiration: Accessible bathroom

Enjoy an atmosphere of well-being and comfort without limitations in the accessible bathroom; here with a spacious wedi walk-in-shower equipped with a comfortable bench. Shelf space for your essentials is created by practical storage solutions such as integrated niches and shelves without compromising floor space.
Flush-to-floor shower element, e.g. Fundo Primo

Thanks to the flush-to-floor shower element, here with a central drain, trip hazards are completely avoided.

Design surfaces, e.g. for Fundo Primo

Fundo Top is a seamless, ready-to-install surface for wedi Fundo shower elements. It forms a natural, slip-resistant and antibacterial layer.

Seating, e.g. with wedi Sanoasa bench

Spacious seating ensures superior safety and maximum comfort under the shower.

Image sources

* © Aloys F. Dornbracht GmbH & Co. KG, Iserlohn, DE
** © Geberit Vertriebs GmbH
Insiration: Comfort bathroom

Small room with great effect. In small bathrooms, a compromise often needs to be made: bathtub or shower? With the wedi comfort bathroom, both are possible. Thanks to the clever room concept, all of the components, such as an ample washbasin or a flush-to-floor shower and bathtub can be integrated despite the limited space.
wedi system highlights

1. Elegant channel frames, e.g. for Fundo Plano Linea
   A stylish channel frame that suits all Fundo linear drainage channels – available in a set incl. standard channel cover or separately to fit other covers.

2. Bathtub panelling with wedi Bathboard
   The optical wedi Bathboard bathtub panelling is individually tileable, thus perfectly fits the room design.

3. Flush-to-floor shower, e.g. with Fundo Plano Linea
   With integrated linear drainage, not just an elegant solution but quick to install as well.

Other bathroom furnishings

Port Maine – Marlene mint green*

Agrob Buchtal
Tiles

Bärwolf
Patchwork grey

Hansgrohe – Metris

Alape – SP.1

Alape – AB.RE700.4

Hansgrohe – Rainmaker Select 460 3Jet Showerpipe

Porcelanosa– Solid Surface

Valley Pebble grey

wedi system highlights

Flush-to-floor shower, e.g. with Fundo Plano Linea
With integrated linear drainage, not just an elegant solution but quick to install as well.

Elegant channel frames, e.g. for Fundo Plano Linea
A stylish channel frame that suits all Fundo linear drainage channels – available in a set incl. standard channel cover or separately to fit other covers.

Bathtub panelling with wedi Bathboard
The optical wedi Bathboard bathtub panelling is individually tileable, thus perfectly fits the room design.

Image sources
* © Westwing Group GmbH
What is possible with wedi

Comfort bathroom in record time

A comfort bathroom like you see in a glossy magazine: this was the owners’ request of a bathroom situated in the loft of an old building. Thanks to the modular system construction, the room space was optimally used with a flush-to-floor wedi Fundo shower, a large washbasin, seating and shelving – all with the use of wedi building boards. The coordinated construction components allow for a particularly safe and time-saving installation. Combined with appropriate accessories, the bathroom today has an entirely new look.
How should your bathroom look? Find out!

wedi offers you a completely new option for designing your bathroom. Don’t have a concrete idea yet? We can help! Using the questions below, you get a feeling of what bathroom furnishings are right for you and how your wishful thinking can be specially brought to life for your room size and geometry.

What room space do you have available?

☐ 2 – 5 m²
☐ 5 – 10 m²
☐ 10 – 30 m²

How many people use the bathroom at the same time?

☐ 1
☐ 2
☐ 3 or more

Does your bathroom have unusual geometry?

☐ Yes, the bathroom has sloping roofs and pipe coverings
☐ No, the room does not have any unusual geometry

Shower only, or bathtub too?

☐ Shower only
☐ Shower and bathtub

Point or linear drainage in the shower?

☐ Point drainage
☐ Linear drainage

Do you like to sit under the shower?

☐ Yes, I need a large seat
☐ Yes, a small seating option is ideal
☐ No, no seating is required

Do you use niches and shelves for storage?

☐ Yes, a niche in the shower would be perfect
☐ Yes, I need plenty of storage space in the whole bathroom
☐ No, I don’t need any storage space

How do you use your bathroom?

☐ For daily cleaning and care only
☐ As a place of relaxation and retreat
☐ As a wellness oasis to enjoy

Minimalist ambience or plenty of decoration?

☐ Simple and minimalist
☐ Accents with selected decorative items
☐ Plenty of accessories as a sign of individuality

Is accessibility an important issue in the bathroom?

☐ Yes, the bathroom should be fully accessible
☐ No, the focus is not on accessibility

And so on ...

Congratulations, you have now narrowed down your selection. Now there’s just one more step to your dream bathroom. Speak to one of our trusted installers. You can find the right wedi installer in your area on www.wedi.co.uk Of course, the wedi service team is happy to advise you on technical questions. Simply call the following service number: + 44 161 864 2336.
The CE labelling of the wedi products documents their tested and approved use as a sealing system for wet rooms.

Systems from wedi are labelled in accordance with the French VOC regulations. A+ stands for exceptionally low emission, non-hazardous product systems.

The barrier-free wedi products have been tested, assessed and certified for their conformity by the DIN CERTCO organisation for conformity assessments.

Modular system solutions from wedi have a wide range of differing technical building approvals and test certificates.

wedi Systems (UK) Ltd
Unit 4 Mercury Park
Mercury Way
Trafford Park · M41 7LY
Great Britain

Telephone + 44 161 864 2336
Fax + 44 161 864 1323
info@wedi.co.uk
www.wedi.co.uk

wedi GmbH
Hollefeldstraße 51
48282 Emsdetten
Germany

Telephone +49 25 72 156-0
Fax +49 25 72 156-133
info@wedi.de
www.wedi.eu